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JPG to PDF is an easy-to-use image to PDF converter that allows you to convert your photos and images to PDF format quickly. With just a few taps, you can easily transform your JPEG and JPG files into PDF documents. ðŸ‘�
 
With just a few taps, you can turn your JPGs into professional-quality PDFs that are perfect for sharing or printing.

Our app is perfect for individuals and businesses who need to convert their images to PDF for various reasons. Whether you need to send a photo to a client, create a PDF document for a presentation, or simply want to store your images in a more organized and secure format, JPG to PDF has you covered.

One of the key features of our app is its versatility. In addition to JPG and JPEG files, we also support a wide range of other image formats, including PNG, BMP, and TIFF. This means you can use our app to convert almost any image to PDF, making it a great all-in-one solution for your image to PDF conversion needs.

Our app is super easy to use. Simply select the photos you want to convert, choose your PDF settings, and hit the convert button.


We understand that speed and convenience are important when it comes to converting images to PDF. That's why we've designed JPG to PDF to be as fast and easy to use as possible. Simply select the images you want to convert, choose your desired output options, and let our app do the rest.

Whether you need to convert a single image or a large batch of photos, JPG to PDF has you covered. With support for bulk conversions, you can easily convert multiple images at once, saving you time and effort.

â� Fantastic Features:
âœ… Convert images to PDF
âœ… Crop Images: You can easily crop images before converting them to pdf by just tapping on the edit button after uploading.
âœ… Resize and rotate: The pdf maker app will let you rotate and resize before converting an image to a pdf.
âœ… Compress pdf
âœ… Rename PDF
âœ… Easily locate and share
âœ… Set password

Welcome to JPG to PDF, the ultimate app for converting your photos to PDFs.


So why wait? Download Photo to PDF today and experience the convenience of having a powerful image to PDF converter at your fingertips. ðŸ‘�ðŸ’¯
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.This app may share these data types with third partiesApp info and performance and Device or other IDs


This app may collect these data typesApp info and performance and Device or other IDs


Data is encrypted in transit

Data canâ€™t be deleted


See details
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September 14, 2023
As long as you play attention and can read English and computer even semi-decent it works just fine. Uploaded my pic and converted within 2mins. There area lot of ads, including ones for other converters. So simply close the ads, click image to PDF, add images & find the pic you're converting. It only lost the one star because saving it causes it to disappear into some mysterious black hole so I had to repeat and email to myself so I'd know where to find my document later.
20 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




DOSA Apps
September 15, 2023

Hello! Thank you for your review.
We are sorry to hear that the ads caused inconveniences. Ads are usually part of the free trial period. The Premium version has no ads.
If you are a Premium User and still see ads on your App, please, reach out to our Support Team for further assistance support.jpgtopdf@zipoapps.com. Thank you!



Alexandra Maiolini
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May 30, 2023
This app does not work at all. I uploaded multiple different images and it did not create a PDF. When I finally got it (on the 20th time) to actually create a PDF, I could not find where it's saved. I tried to resave and located the location where it was supposed to have saved the PDF document, but it was not there. This is absolutely ridiculous. Canceled my free trial and I will not be pursuing this app for my image to pdf needs. Go to ANY OTHER ONE.
20 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




DOSA Apps
May 31, 2023

Hi,
Thank you for your review.
We are sorry to hear that you are unable to use the App at this time. Please, reach out to our support team with the details of the issue at support.jpgtopdf@zipoapps.com for further assistance.
Thank you!



Zahraddeen Dauda Bawa
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March 3, 2024
Very useless app. You mark several images and at the end of the day after you save the PDF, it will contain only one image and the rest will be nowhere to be found. Plus the photos don't even show up in the sequence you chose them. They get badly shuffled (and all others will disappear, leaving just one photo when you try saving the PDF.) Don't waste your time downloading this rubbish app. I don't recommend.
5 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




DOSA Apps
March 4, 2024

Hello, thank you for your review.
We would appreciate it if you could clarify your review by reaching out to our Support Team at support.jpgtopdf@zipoapps.com We will be happy to assist you further. Thank you!






See all reviews




What's new


(1.6.07)
- Crashes fixed
- Improved overall performance
(1.6.03)
- Android 12 crashes fixed
- improved perfomance
(1.6.02)
- Minor bug fixes
(1.6.01)
- bug fixes
(1.6.00)
- Interface design updated
- New Features Added
- Pdf to Image feature added
- In App Pdf Viewer Added
- Bugs with Pdf Images quality fixed
- Saved PDF/Images Section Added 
(1.5.55) 
- Bugs fixed
(1.5.20) 
- minor bug fixes
- ui improved
- better performance
(1.5.510) - bugs fixes

flagFlag as inappropriate
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Recover Deleted Photos App
DOSA Apps
4.3star





BMI Calculator Body Mass Index
DOSA Apps
4.5star





Portable WiFi - Mobile Hotspot
DOSA Apps
4.3star





Stopwatch & Timer
DOSA Apps
4.2star





Cube Cipher - Cube Solver
DOSA Apps
4.3star





Drawing Pad Pro
DOSA Apps
4.4star
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Image To PDF : Convert To PDF
Krystal Techno Apps




PDF Document Scanner-NetraScan
Netra Scan Technologies PVT LTD
4.6star





Smallpdf: PDF Scanner & Editor
Smallpdf
4.5star





PDF Reader: Edit & Convert PDF
Kdan Mobile Software Ltd.
4.1star





PDF Merge: Combine PDF
Benzveen
4.4star





PDF Editor â€“ Edit Everything!
Desygner Pty Ltd
4.7star
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